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BAINBRIDGE ISLAND — How good is Bainbridge Performing Arts' "[title of show]"?  

Good enough to withstand having a title like "[title of show]", for one thing. 

The black-boxy, brightly comic little treat isn't perfect, but it's good enough to stand shoulder to shoulder with some of 
the big, glitzy costume musicals that BPA has been having so much success producing. And that's saying something. 

Jeff Bowen and Hunter Bell's play about the making of the play manages, with four chairs and a keyboard, to feel much 
more like a "big" musical than it should have any business feeling. It has the edge and snark of a black-box affair with the 
vocal and visual power of a larger-scale song-and-dance. 

Relentlessly self-referential and owing endlessly to inside jokes about theater and theater people (Sutton Foster is a 
snake-in-the-grass, it turns out), "[title of show]" admits its contrivance during pretty much every one of its 90 minutes, 
yet only rarely seems even the least bit contrived. 

Give Bowen and Hunter their due. The show is heartfelt and cleverly written — even though the "Hey, let's put on a 
show!" device has been done and re-done. It obviously comes from a place of personal experience. And the songs, while 
not particularly memorable in their own right, are representative of the musical theater genre, from Broadway to off-off-
off-Broadway. 

But it wouldn't fly without the right four actors to inhabit Jeff and Hunter and their recruits, Susan and Heidi, who give 
themselves three weeks to concoct a musical for a New York festival competition, and experience all the requisite agonies 
and ecstasies of throwing themselves into a show, having it run its course and facing the dilemma of what to do next. 

Director Philip Lacey and musical director Joel Kurzynski (who does immaculate work on the piano and contributes the 
fifth character, Larry) found four uniformly tremendous performers. They — Garrett Dill and Adam Minton as Jeff and 
Hunter, Jasmine Joshua and Myriah Riedel as Susan and Heidi — are the Big Things that come in Bowen and Bell's little 
package. The three Seattleites and Indianola-based Riedel all give funny, energetic and poignant performances and sing 
anywhere from pleasantly to spectacularly. 

Riedel has been boffo in a series of iconic big-musical roles on the B-rock (both at Ovation! Musical Theatre Bainbridge 
and in her debut last year as Ariel in BPA's "The Little Mermaid") for several years, but she faces a whole new challenge 
this time as one quarter of a street-clothes ensemble, a girl playing "a girl playing herself." 

Well, she's the best thing in the show — her vocal fireworks in the late-show "A Way to Back Then" are just an 
exclamation point. 

It's quite a horse race, though. Minton is absolutely aces as the Mutt half of the Mutt-and-Jeff friendship between under-
employed actor-slackers who decide, almost as a joke at first, to stake their theater fortunes to their own stories. Dill (like 
Minton making his BPA debut) and Joshua (who was Ursula to Riedel's Ariel in "The Little Mermaid") aren't far behind. 
Joshua, in fact, fronts the others for the show's best single number, the self-doubt lament "Die, Vampire, Die!" Add 
Kurzynski's able backing, and there's nothing resembling weak link. 
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The device of having the actors writing the show and performing it at the same time is mildly, though necessarily, 
confusing. But Bowen and Bell are aware of that, and frequently use it for laughs: When someone points out to Susan that 
she's awfully quiet during a brainstorming session, she shrugs, "I haven't had any lines yet." 

And the show sometimes slips into cliche territory. The backstage-musical device is nothing new, and there's some stuff 
here you've seen and heard before — especially given all the industry-insider potshots that liberally pepper Bowen's lyrics 
and Bell's book. (More spice comes from a dollop of f-bombs and sexual references, but it's nothing you haven't heard 
before.) 

But "[title of show]" easily overcomes those trite tastes by being unswervingly, good-naturedly, emotionally authentic. 
The triumphs they're chasing and the frustrations they encounter will be instantly recognizable to show people, and will 
elicit the sympathy and respect of the uninitiated. 

It's a little show that feels big. That's how good it is. 


